GFATM – NGO consultation
November 2001, Brussels
Some of our goals

- Ensure NGO priorities are integral
- Understand the process
- Voices of NGOs from all regions
- More than a reiteration of written comments
- How will follow-up be planned?
- Reach out to our own networks
Opportunities to influence

- Meeting recommendations
  - NGO documents for TWG (3, today)
  - TWG NGO participants (TASO, IUATLD, ICASO, GNP+)
- Other TWG members
- Second TWG meeting:
  November 22-24 (Thursday-Saturday)
After today, we should have:

- NGO background papers on 3 themes
- Notes of discussions held during meeting
- Summary/priority recommendations for TWG process

- These should be made widely available immediately
Considerations...

- How do we qualify the conclusions of our meeting?
  - Review draft

- Are we comfortable with the discussion notes and recommendations?
  - Feedback by 14.00pm today

- How should they be disseminated?
  - TWG working groups/members
  - TWG NGO participants
  - BTS forum
Other opinions...

- BTS forum: 15\textsuperscript{th} Oct – 31 Dec
  - 3000 members – AIDS, TB, malaria
- BTS comments and feedback
- Member survey (5\textsuperscript{th} November - about 130 responses to date)
Where do the respondents work/live? (n=92)

- Sub-Saharan Africa: 34%
- Asia and the Pacific: 22%
- North America: 15%
- LAC: 8%
- Global: 7%
- Western Europe: 9%
- Eastern Europe/Russia: 2%
- N. Africa/Middle East: 2%
Largest obstacle faced when carrying out work in-country (n=118)

- Insufficient money
- Inadequate staffing/technical capacity
- Inadequate organizational/management capacity
- Lack of demonstrated success/evaluation
- Ineffective health care system
- Not enough political will
- Too many other problems besides health issues
- Drugs (lack of/too expensive)
- Other eg. poverty, illiteracy, lack of awareness, stigma
Who should manage the Fund? (n=86)

- Organisations of people with/affected by ATM
- Health-related service organisations
- Community based organisations
- Behavioural & social scientists
- Others e.g. consortium/partnership
- Donor organizations and Foundations
- Medical doctors and health workers
- Biomedical researchers
- Business community
- International development agencies
- Politicians & government officers
- Consortium or task force
- Universities
- Women’s orgs
- Communication initiatives
How should funds be channeled in country? (n=91)
Who should receive Fund resources? (n=382)
How much do you think the Fund will impact HIV/AIDS, TB and Malaria?  
(n=77)  

- Decrease their impact a lot: 38%  
- Decrease their impact a little: 32%  
- Don't know: 17%  
- Make no difference: 13%
After the meeting...

- Communications strategy?
- Further consultations
- Activity hot-spots

- End of today